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Homophones
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
Write the word on the line.

1.   I would like ___________________ have some cookies with milk.

2.   The wind ___________________ the newspaper right out of my hands.

3.   ___________________ sister will meet you at the bus stop after school.

4.   Maggie will ___________________ a story in her notebook.

5.   Can you help me find ___________________ shoes?

6.   There is a ___________________ in my right sock.

7.   I won the game ___________________ three points.

8.   Barbara bought new ___________________ to wear on the first day of school.

9.   Please make sure to ___________________ a jacket outside.

10. Have you heard the fable about the tortoise and the ___________________?

(to, two)

(hair, hare)

(wear, where)

(close, clothes)

(by, buy)

(hole, whole)

(their, they’re)

(write, right)

(You’re, Your)

(blue, blew)
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ANSWER KEY

Your

blew

to

hare

wear

clothes

by

hole

their

write


